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Chairman Chaffetz, Ranking Member Tierney 

 and Members of the Subcommittee: 

 

The Professional Services Council (PSC) commends the Oversight and Government 

Reform Committee’s National Security Subcommittee for calling this hearing and appreciates 

the invitation to provide a statement for the record.  The question posed in the hearing title—Are   

Changes in Security Policy Jeopardizing USAID Reconstruction Projects and Personnel in 

Afghanistan?—is an important and timely one.  PSC and our member companies, both 

development firms and security providers performing tasks vital to U.S. policy goals in 

Afghanistan, are working with the U.S. government to find the best ways to respect the 

legitimate exercise of Afghan sovereign control over armed security forces while ensuring the 

ability of U.S. implementing partners to do their work effectively, efficiently and safely.  We 

welcome robust oversight by Congress and the inspectors general during this unprecedented and 

evolving security transition. 

 

PSC is the nation’s largest association of government services contractors and counts 

among our nearly 350 member companies several dozen firms that provide critical support to 

U.S. government activities in contingency environments. That support includes logistics, 

engineering, infrastructure, satellite and information technology support, international 

development assistance, capacity building and more.  Since 2010, soon after issuance of Afghan 

Presidential Decree 62 calling for dissolution of all private security companies operating there, 

PSC has been actively encouraging the Department of State and the U.S. Agency for 

International Development (USAID) to take every step necessary to ensure that the Afghanistan 

government’s mandatory and exclusive replacement security system is transparent, accountable, 

and that it meets recognized security standards.  Presidential Decree 62 took effect for 

development sites on March 21, 2012, 

 

Exclusive use of the new state-owned enterprise, the Afghan Public Protection Force 

(APPF), to guard development projects and personnel imposes a wholly new security paradigm 

in a volatile, high risk environment.  The mandated transition from known security contracting 

regimes to the evolving and unproven APPF processes has caused understandable unease among 

both for-profit and non-profit implementers.  They are committed to their work in support of the 

U.S. government’s development and reconstruction mission, and implementers are working with 

the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and the NATO Training Mission Afghanistan 

(NTM-A) to build APPF capabilities.  This reflects once again the commitment of development 

professionals from for-profit and non-profit entities to sustain very difficult work in challenging, 

often very risky, environments.  
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Under current U.S. federal regulations and contract provisions, U.S. contractors awarded 

development projects by USAID are required to obtain and maintain their own security services, 

subject to a plethora of U.S. government controls, conditions and constraints.  Thus, in answer to 

the question whether the transition jeopardizes, or poses increased risks, to U.S. development 

spending and personnel, companies see two sets of issues.  In the near term, the transfer of 

security responsibilities from private contractors to the use of the APPF at current projects 

presents more business process uncertainties (e.g. prompt payments to guards, interpretation of 

complex contract clauses, dispute resolution procedures) than questions about guards’ protection 

capabilities.  That is because it is expected that the trained private security guards (mostly 

Afghans) implementers relied on prior to the effective date of the decree will sign up to return to 

the same projects as APPF personnel.  So far, that has been the case.  However, when bidding on 

new work in Afghanistan, companies will need to rely for the first time on the APPF for the 

vetting and training of new guards.  Given growing concerns about so-called “green on blue” 

attacks by uniformed Afghans on U.S. and coalition personnel, the use of new APPF guards 

complicates both the risk assessment and cost projections when deciding whether, and at what 

price, development projects can be successfully completed in Afghanistan.    

 

The process is new and definitive judgments on APPF effectiveness can only be made 

over time.  However, as this transition proceeds, the U.S. government’s implementing partners 

will need stronger support and guidance than has been available to date. 

 

The magnitude of the challenge should not be minimized.  To say, as some USAID 

officials do, that 75 percent of USAID’s current portfolio in Afghanistan does not require armed 

security seems based on a raw project inventory rather than the substantial dollar value of the 

many critical development efforts for which the U.S. government requires contractors to procure 

adequate protection of assets and personnel at considerable cost.  It would be misleading to 

suggest that the transition to the APPF will not have a fundamental impact on how USAID, and 

its for-profit and non-profit partners, do business in Afghanistan.   

 

On February 6, 2012, PSC wrote to USAID Administrator Rajiv Shah [Exhibit 1] asking 

the agency to do more to facilitate the transition and reduce easily addressed uncertainties in the 

accelerated process of contracting with the APPF.  The USAID Mission in Kabul had issued a 

blanket waiver to allow sole-source subcontracts between U.S. companies and the APPF.  But 

the agency has not issued a parallel waiver for other than full and open competition for 

subcontracts between current implementers and their Risk Management Companies (RMCs), the 

licensed successors to private security providers who advise implementers on security 
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requirements and help supervise and train APPF guards.  To minimize costs and risks during this 

initial phase of the transition, companies should be able to acquire the known, trusted services of 

their preferred RMC.  The exigent circumstances and hurried pace of the mandated transition 

meet the criteria for a waiver.  Asking companies and contracting officers to justify the need for 

a waiver on a case-by-case basis adds needless and avoidable uncertainty to an already complex 

and challenging contracting process.  In a written response to PSC, USAID declined that 

request.
1
 

 

In addition, PSC requested a policy determination that the fully loaded fixed daily 

compensation rate for APPF guards, which includes a martyr fee and a 20 percent profit, be 

deemed de facto fair and reasonable inasmuch as the non-negotiable rate was set by the directed 

source of the procurement—the monopoly provider—the APPF.    Resolving that question now 

would eliminate the need for retrospective justification during project audits that can take place 

months or years after contract performance.  USAID has taken that question under advisement.   

 

We also asked USAID to provide consistent, written guidance for implementers to follow 

as they endeavor to meet USAID and State Department directives to exert every good faith effort 

to conclude complex contract negotiations with the APPF.  Information provided during U.S. 

government events with implementers in Kabul and Washington was often general in nature and 

did not address key questions (e.g. the availability of Defense Base Act insurance coverage for 

APPF guards) arising in a quickly changing environment.  We concur with the Special Inspector 

General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) that USAID’s communication with 

implementing partners, while frequent, “often left important questions unanswered.”
2
   On 

February 21, 2012, PSC wrote to the SIGAR and the inspectors general for the Department of 

State and USAID [Exhibit 2] seeking their help identifying and mitigating business risks facing 

development companies as the APPF process unfolds.  

 

In a related matter, the Subcommittee should be aware of on-going concerns PSC and our 

member companies have with the arbitrary taxes and fees being imposed by Afghanistan on 

U.S.-provided contracts. While the USAID has a bilateral agreement with the Islamic Republic 

of Afghanistan that ensures that no taxes or other charges are imposed on USAID contractors 

                                                 
1
 Letter from USAID to PSC (March 2, 2012)  retrieved from 

http://www.pscouncil.org/i/c/International_Development_Task_Force/c/c/InternationalDevelopmentTaskForce/Inter

national_Development_Task_Force.aspx?hkey=e1ad1618-bf9b-48fe-8a2c-7562bf8dbc8d 
2
 SIGAR management alert, retrieved from http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/alerts/2012-03-15-appf-alert.pdf, Enclosure 3, 

p. 3.   

 

http://www.pscouncil.org/i/c/International_Development_Task_Force/c/c/InternationalDevelopmentTaskForce/International_Development_Task_Force.aspx?hkey=e1ad1618-bf9b-48fe-8a2c-7562bf8dbc8d
http://www.pscouncil.org/i/c/International_Development_Task_Force/c/c/InternationalDevelopmentTaskForce/International_Development_Task_Force.aspx?hkey=e1ad1618-bf9b-48fe-8a2c-7562bf8dbc8d
http://www.sigar.mil/pdf/alerts/2012-03-15-appf-alert.pdf
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while performing work under U.S. government contracts in Afghanistan, the same does not hold 

true for contracts awarded by other federal agencies. Over the past two years, we have seen a 

significant increase in customs and border crossing fees, licensing fees, taxes not related to local 

Afghanistan expenses and other charges imposed on contractors. Congress shared our concerns 

with this troubling situation.  The fiscal year 2012 Foreign Operations Appropriations Act 

contained a provision prohibiting payment of taxes on assistance and directing the State 

Department to clarify and strengthen bilateral agreements on the tax exemption.  Other 

legislation passed the House as part of the fiscal year 2012 Defense Appropriations Act that 

would prohibit the government of Afghanistan from imposing taxes or fees on the performance 

of U.S. government contracts, but that provision was dropped from the final conference version 

of the DoD bill. In addition, PSC has raised this issue extensively with State and Treasury 

officials with little success. Uncertainty about foreign taxes presents a potentially significant cost 

burden that also affects the ability of U.S. firms to perform work in Afghanistan.  

 

Finally, we want to convey to the Subcommittee our members’ strong belief in the “soft 

power” of development and their enduring support for the development and reconstruction 

mission in Afghanistan.  Despite setbacks and risks, the current delivery model remains the most 

effective and efficient.  As PSC highlighted to Secretary of State Clinton in 2010 [Exhibit 3], 

shifting to a policy that is overly reliant on direct assistance to technically weak government 

ministries will create a significant risk of waste and abuse in an environment that is already 

highly vulnerable to mismanagement and corruption.  We support the progress being made in 

Afghanistan and recognize the nature of the U.S. government/Afghanistan diplomatic 

relationships in the transition to full Afghanistan sovereignty.  However, we remain concerned 

about the impact on security and business impacts of Afghan Presidential Decree 62 on U.S. 

citizens, contractors and all of their employees. We know the U.S. government shares our 

concerns for their safety and ability to fully execute their important work. In our view, more can 

and should be done to ensure a safe and secure performance relationship.  U.S development 

firms stand ready to work with their federal agency partners to craft a security policy that fully 

honors Afghan sovereignty while protecting U.S. personnel and taxpayer funds.   
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